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Cambridge Ringette Association (CRA) Parents and Players, 

We all have a part to play in running this organization.  Please take a few minutes to complete this questionnaire 
and provide the association organizers with feedback so that we can learn and improve.  The purpose of this is 
to assess the effectiveness of your child’s coach(s) for this season.  The source of the information can be kept 
confidential.  Lessons learned and general feedback may be used as developmental feedback for the coach(s), 
and may also be used by CRA in assisting with future coaching selections. 
Please return the completed form (before April 2, 2019) in a sealed envelope to your Parent Rep, who will 
forward your response directly to the Executive – Director of Coaches jessica.r.walden@gmail.com or 
President cnie13@hotmail.com 

Team (Division) ______________  (Level) _____         Coach Name _____________________________________ 
Manager/Trainer _____________________________AssistantCoach____________________________________ 

Prepared By :       Player ___    Parent ___                 Date (dd/mm/yy) ____ / ____ / ____    

OPTIONAL    Name  ___________________________________________________________________________      

 

  RATING 

1-2       Needs Improvement 3     Meets Expectations 4-5  Exceeded Expectations 

 

At PRACTICES, the Coach … 1 2 3 4 5 

- holds practices that are well planned with good content      

- makes good use of the available time      

- keeps activities challenging and fun for the players      

- controls the behaviour of the team as a whole      

- teaches skills and tactics appropriate to the age group      

- uses teaching methods appropriate to the age group      

- describes and demonstrates skills and tactics clearly      

- has good communications with the players      

      

At PRACTICES, the  Assistant Coach … 1 2 3 4 5 

- holds practices that are well planned with good content      

- makes good use of the available time      

- keeps activities challenging and fun for the players      

- controls the behaviour of the team as a whole      

- teaches skills and tactics appropriate to the age group      

- uses teaching methods appropriate to the age group      

- describes and demonstrates skills and tactics clearly      

- has good communications with the players      

 
At GAMES, the Coach … 1 2 3 4 5 

- arrives early enough to prepare the team      

- draws out a strong work ethic from players      

- has a positive attitude with players      

- provides corrective feedback in a constructive way      

- is sensitive to players’ egos, feelings and morale      

- uses a system of play that promotes team success      
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- encourages respect for referees and opponents      

- is fair to the players on the team      

      

 
 
At GAMES, the Assistant Coach … 

 
1 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 

- arrives early enough to prepare the team      

- draws out a strong work ethic from players      

- has a positive attitude with players      

- provides corrective feedback in a constructive way      

- is sensitive to players’ egos, feelings and morale      

- uses a system of play that promotes team success      

- encourages respect for referees and opponents      

- is fair to the players on the team      

 
Coach’s Characteristics: In general, the Coach … 

 
1 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 

- has the capability to develop players’ technical skills      

- is knowledgeable about the sport and teaches it well      

- provides regular feedback to build players’ confidence      

- provides an environment that motivates players      

- creates a fun, fair and competitive atmosphere      

- speaks and listens to players effectively      

- has good communication with the parents      

      

Asst Coach’s Characteristics: In general, the Assistant Coach … 1 2 3 4 5 

- has the capability to develop players’ technical skills      

- is knowledgeable about the sport and teaches it well      

- provides regular feedback to build players’ confidence      

- provides an environment that motivates players      

- creates a fun, fair and competitive atmosphere      

- speaks and listens to players effectively      

- has good communication with the parents      

 
During the season … Yes No 

- the coach presented his/her goals & philosophy   

- the coach acted on the goals & philosophy   

- the team has improved as a unit   

- the player’s ringette abilities has improved   

- the player’s ringette experience has been positive   

Will you be returning to CRA Ringette next season? (If No indicate below 
why) 

  

 

 

Would you recommend this coach for a Ringette team next season?   

Would you recommend the asst coach for a Ringette team next season?   
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  Please add any feedback or suggestions regarding the bench staff below. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


